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On 11/08/87 at 1330, Instrumentation and Electrical (IAE) personnel discovered a
damaged fire barrier on an Auxiliary Feedwater System valve actuator. IAE
immediately notified the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator of the breached fire
barrier. Operations then declared the fire barrier inoperable, immediately
initiated a fire watch for the room in which the valve is located, and wrote a
work request to repair the fire barrier. The fire barrier was repaired by
Mechanical Maintenance on 11/13/87. Signs were attached to all Technical
Specification fire barriers of Thermalag 303 type warning that the barriers are
Technical Specification fire barriers. A cause of Other has been assigned to this
event because it could not be determined when, why, or by whom the fire barrier
was breached, or why it was not declared inoperable as a fire barrier as required
by Technical Specifications. It should also be noted that corrective actions from
previous Licensee Event Reports are still underway and should prove effective in
preventing further occurrences of this type.
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INTRODUCTION:

On November 8, 1987 at 1330, Instrumentation and Electrical.(IAE) personnel
discovered a damaged fire barrier on an Auxiliary Feedwater System valve actuator. |
IAE immediately notified the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator of the breached
fire barrier. Operations then declared the fire barribr inoperable, immediately
initiated a fire watch for the room in which the valve is located, and wrote a
work request to repair the fire barrier. The fire barrier was repaired by
Mechanical Maintenance personnel on November 13, 1987.

Unit I was in Mode 4 Hot Shutdown, when the damaged fire barrier was discovered.

A cause of Other has been assigned to this event because it could not be
determined when, why, or by whom the fire barrier was breached, or why it was not
declared inoperable as a fire barrier as required by Technical Specifications.

EVALUATION:

Background

Technical Specification (TS) 3.7.11 requires that all fire barriers separating
portions of redur. dant systems important to safe shutdown within a fire area be
operable at all times. When a fire barrier is determined to be inoperable, the
action statement requires that a continuous fire watch, or an hourly fire watch,

| af ter verifying the operability of the area fire detectors, be established within
one hour.

Valve ICA-161C [EIIS:ISV), Auxiliary Feedwater [EIIS:BA] Pump [EIIS:P] Suction
Header Nuclear Service Water [EIIS:BI] Supply Isolation, is located in the
Auxiliary Building 716' elevation pipe chase. It was determined during May of
1984 that 10CFR50, Appendix R, required that the valve actuator [EIIS:84] and
cable [EIIS:CBL] leading to the valve ICA-161C actuator have a fire barrier. In

,

| November of 1984, the valve ICA-161C actuator and associated cables were wrapped '

with fire retardant insulation. These fire barriers are inspected by Mechanical ,

Maintenance (MNT) every eighteen (18) months according to Periodic Test procedure
Fire Barrier Inspection, and were last inspected on April 13, 1987. No damage to
the valve ICA-161C actuator fire carrier was found during this inspection.

There are two types of fire barrier insulation that are used on valve actuators,
electrical cable, and instrumentation at McGuire. There is a soft blanket type
that wraps around the component it is protecting and a rigid board type, called
Thermalag 303 that is used to build a fire retardant box around the component it
is protecting. The valve ICA-161C actuator was protected by the Thermalag 303
type insulation.
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Description of Event

on May 22, 1987, IAE removed some fire barrier insulation from the valve ICA-161C
actuator to get the motor [EIIS:M0] operator nameplate information. On July 6,
1987 the fire barrier insulation was replaced on the valve ICA-161C actuator by
Construction and Maintenance Division personnel. This work was performed as
directed by work request. The fire barrier was breached from May 22, 1987 to
July 6, 1987 and was not declared inoperable nor was a fire watch posted as
required by TS.

On November 8, 1987 at 1330, IAE found damaged fire barrier insulation on the
valve ICA-161C actuator when they went to the area to work on another valve.
Approximately one-third of the fire barrier was missing. IAE immediately notified
the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) of the damaged fire barrier. After
a discussion between IAE and Operations, it was determined that this fire barrier
is required by TS 3.7.11. Operations then declared the fire barrier on the valve
ICA-161C actuator inoperable, and logged it as inoperable in the Unit 1 Technical
Specification Action Item Logbook. The' Control Room SR0 initiated an hourly fire
watch for the Auxiliary Building 716' elevation pipe chase and wrote an emergency
priority work request to repair the fire barrier on the valve ICA-161C actuator.

Af ter subsequent discussion between Operations and MNT, MNT personnel were not
sure if the valve ICA-161C actuator was requircd to have a fire barrier. On
November 9,1987, a discussion between KNT and Design Engineering determined that
the valve ICA-161C actuator did need an operable fire barrier, and work was
initiated to repair the damaged fire barrier.

On November 13, 1987, the fire barrier on valve ICA-161C actuator was repaired by
MM and Operations terminated the fire watch. Valve ICA-161C was then determined
by MM and Operations to be operable.

i

Conclusion

This investigation was unable to conclusively determine when the damage to the
fire barrier occurred or who caused the damage. There is documentation that the
fire barrier was inspected on April 13, 1987 and no damage was found. Work was
performed on May 22, 1987, as requested by Work Request No. 66660, on the valve
actuator, and the fire barrier was removed. The fire barrier was replaced on
July 6, 1987 according to documentation on Work Request No. 66660. The fire
barrier was breached from May 22, 1987 to July 6,1987 and was not declared
inoperable nor was a fire watch posted as required by TSs. The IAE personnel who
performed the work during this time did not realize or suspect that this was a
fire barrier required by TSs. On November 8, 1987, an IAE technician found the
fire barrier on the valve ICA-161C actuator to be damaged while he was in the area
performing other work. It is presumed that damage to the fire barrier occurred
between July 6,1987 and November 8,1987. No documentation of any work on this
valve or actuator between July 6, 1987 and November 8, 1987 could be found.

g,,on. m.
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Licensee Event Report (LER) 370/87-13, reported to NRC on September 28, 1987,
involved a breached fire barrier on two Unit 2 valve actuators. The event was
discovered on August 10, 1987 and was attributed to a Management Deficiency
because of shortcomings in Station Directives and training on these types of fire
barriers. The corrective actions involved training of all Nuclear Production
Department McGuire station personnel to recognize soft blanket type and rigid
board fire barrier insulation on valve actuators and instrumentation. Thio
training was underway at the time the fire barrier was found to be damaged on the
valve ICA-161C actuator. The IAE technician who found the damaged fire barrier on
the valve ICA-161C actuator recognized it as a TS required fire barrier because of
this training. LER 370/87-13 also committed to the placement of signs on all TS
required fire barriers of the soft blanket type. Signs had not been placed on the
Thermalag 303 rigid board type insulation at the time this event was discovered.
The damage to the fire barrier on the valve ICA-161C actuator could have happened
prior to the implementation of the corrective actions from LER 370/87-13;
therefore, this investigation could not determine if those corrective actions
would have prevented the damage from occurring.

A review of other past McGuira LERs found LERs 370/85-04, 369/87-05, 369/87-15,
369/87-22, 370/87-07, 370/87 .3, and 370/87-18 all involved breached fire
barriers. The root cause for this event could not be determined and the root
causes for these past incidents are many and varied so breached fire barriers are
considered to be c recurring event.

This event has been assigned a cause of Other because it could not be determined
when, why, or by whom, the fire barrier was breached between July 6, 1987, and
November 8, 1987, or why the fire barrier was not declared inoperable as required

i

by TS. Previous LERs that involved breached fire barriers found shortcomings in i

Station Directives and training that caused personnel to not be able to
appropriately identify these fire barriers. When the fire barrier on the valve
ICA-161C actuator was breached from May 22, 1987 to July 6, 1987, the IAE
personnel involved were not aware of the TS requirements for this type of fire
barrier because of these same shortcomings in Station Directives and training.
The corrective actions from these previous LERs are still underway and should
prove to be effective in preventing further occurrences of this type.

This event is not Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) reportable.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Immediate: The valve ICA-161C actuator fire barrier was declared inoperable, a
fire watch was posted, and a werk request was written to repair the
fire barrier.

Subsequent: 1) The fire barrier was repaired by MNT.
|
|
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2) Signs were attached to all TS required fire barriers of the
Thermalag 303 type, warning that the barriers are TS required
fire barriers. I

i
Planned: None

i

SAFETY ANALYSIS: )
Valve ICA-161C is normally closed and is opened to align a long term source of
water from the Nuclear Service Water system to the Turbine [EIIS:TRB] Driven (TD)
CA pump. This long term source of water is necessary to provide for the design
function of the Standby Shutdown System (SSS) to provide water to the steam
generators [EIIS:SG) in the event of a loss of both Motor [EIIS:M0] Driven CA
pumps by a fire. This protection is required by TSs during Mode 1, Power
Operation, Mode 2, Startup, and Mode 3, Hot Standby. Valve ICA-1610 had breached |
fire barrier insulation for some unknown period of time between May 22, 1987 and
November 8, 1987. During this time, Unit I had been in Modes 1, 2, or 3. While 1

in Modes 1, 2, or 3, the Upper Surge Tanks, Condenser [EIIS:COND] Hotwell, and CA J
Condensate [EIIS:SD] Storage Tank were aligned to the TD CA pump with their supply J

isolation valves open and valve actuator power removed. These sources provided a !

capacity of 250,000 gallons of water. At the TD CA pump design flow rate of 900
gpm, a minimum of 4 1/2 hours of supply would be available from these sources,
assuming no operator action is taken to replenish them.

In the event there had been a fire in the room where valve ICA-161C is located, it
is unlikely that the valve would have been disabled because of: 1) the presence
of some damaged fire barrier material around the valve ICA-161C actuator, and 2)
the light combustible loading in the area.

If the valves had been disabled by a fire, there would have been a minimum of 4
1/2 hours available to extinguish the fire and take operator action to operate the
valve mcnually if necessary.

There were no personnel injuries, personnel overexposure, or releases of
radioactive material as a result of this event.

This event is considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and
safety of the public.
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December 30, 1987

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(Document? Control;Deski;<

Washington, D.C. -20555

1
Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station

Docket No. 50-369
Licensee Event Report 369/87-32

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10CFR 50.73 Sections (a)(1)' and (d), attached is Licensee Event Report -
369/87-32 concerning an inoperable fire barrier. This report is being submitted.
in accordance with 10CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B). This event is considered to be of no
significance with respect to the health and safety of the public.

Very truly yours,

f } ,/
@$24 /

Hal B. Tucker.

SEL/197/j gc

Attachment

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace American Nuclear Insurers
Regional Administrator, Region II c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission The Exchange, Suite 245
101 Ma rie t ta S t. , NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue
Atlanta, GA 30323 Farmington, CT 06032

INPO Records Center Mr. Darl Hood
Suite 1500 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1100 Circle 75 Parkway Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Atlanta, GA 30339 Washington, D.C. 20555

M&M Nuclear Consultants Mr. W.T. Orders
1221 Avenue of the Americas NRC Resident Inspector
New York, NY 10020 McGuire Nuclear Station
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